
Submitting the Proper Fee 
When submitting claims, always submit your full fee. If contracted reimbursement rates vary from your full 
fee, simply take any write-offs after the claims have been paid. 

Below are four reasons why you should submit your full fee charges with each claim: 

»» Payers periodically modify allowable fees. Payers provide reimbursement based on the fee reported on 
the claim. If the plan fails to notify contracted providers of a fee increase and providers continue to submit old 
PPO fees, they are leaving money on the table. Billing your full fee will ensure that the practice receives the 
highest PPO fee available as of the service date. 

»» Payers monitor submitted fees. Dental payers analyze the fees reported on claims to help establish 
allowable fees for participating doctors in a given zip code. If you bill your contracted fee rather than your full 
fee, you are effectively decreasing the “average” fee in your area, which can negatively impact reimbursement 
amounts. 

»» Coordination of benefits. Some secondary payers are required (by contract or state law) to coordinate up 
to their allowable fee if it is higher than the primary plan’s allowable fee. However, the secondary plan will 
never coordinate up to a fee that is higher than the charge on the claim form. If you charge your full fee, you 
may find that some secondary plans will coordinate payment up to the practice’s full charge. In some scenarios 
with two or more contracted plans, the secondary coverage payment may result in the practice receiving its full 
fee, despite the lower fee schedule associated with each of the individual PPO plans. 

»» Data analysis. From a management perspective, it is essential to be able to perform an “apples to apples” 
comparison of PPO networks to determine which ones are better plans. Report full fees on all claims and 
analyze the total write-off that is required when participating with a given plan to better understand the true 
cost and benefit of participating in each network. 

As the number of patients covered by PPO plans increase, reimbursement continues to become more restricted. 
In the face of more complex restrictions and limitations, office staff must have the necessary training and the 
most up-to-date and comprehensive coding tools available to maximize legitimate reimbursement. Without the 
proper training and adequate reference materials, money may be left on the table when claims are inaccurately 
or inappropriately submitted. 

The bottom line: Submit full (actual) fees charged on all claims and make any necessary contractual 
adjustments only after all plan payments have been received. 

Reference: https://www.practicebooster.com/article-display.asp?id=44367 


